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Hot Air
Edge Banding Machine

Description

Mode of operation

As far as the use of hot melt precoated edges is concerned, the SKM 100/3 is one of
the most successful and best sold edgebanders available today. The reasons for tiris
continuous success are: Low purchase price - small space required - simplest
operation - quick readiness for operation - complete processing: application
* end trimming + flush top and bottom trimming with built-in extraction : high
economy.

The main part of the SKM 100/3 is the well-proven roller feeding system. The comple-
te table is made using inclined rollers angled towards the back and a multi-stage
nine roller feed system mounted on the top guarantees an even and correct workpiece
transport through the machine. Even in the case of careless insertion the workpiece
is automatically moved to the correct path to give optimum bonding results. Another
advantage of this feed system is that workpieces down to ônly 35 mm can be
processed.
The hot melt glue is reactivated by hot air, the temperature of which is controlled by

an adjustable thermostat to suit any edge material. Perfect bonding is achieved by
combining rigid and spring-mounted side pressure rollers.
Two end trimming units, electro-pneumatically controlled, provide an exact cut-off of
the front and back edges by special knives. The top and bottom edges are cleanly
flush trimmed by means of powerful high frequency trimming units. These units are
spring-mounted and equipped with large sensing rollers giving a very high standard
that requires no hand finishing. The SKM 100/3 has built-in dust extract¡on from
the top and bottom trimming heads as standard.
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Hot Melt
Adhesive Applicator
SMV 60 M

Technical Data
sKM 100/3

Workpiece thickness
Edge thickness
Workpiece width
Workpiece length
Working height
Feed speed
Machine length
Machine width
Electrics

Connected load
Net weight
Dust extraction
Special equipment
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The hot melt adhesive applicator SMV 60 M is the ideal supplement both for the SKM
100/3 edgebander and for any edgebanders in ranges using hot melt precoated ed-
ges. ldeal for use with any type of fixed lengths material including veneers, laminates
and solid wood lippings. Features include: Quick readyness for use - thermostatic
heat control of glue tank - very simple to use - low price - single phase.
Coating width max. 60 mm
Feed speed 11 m/min.
Electrics 22O volts, A.C.
Dimensions 400 x 340 x 170 mm
Net weight 22 kg

10-60 mm
0.4-2mm
min. 35 mm
min. 220 mm
850 mm
reversible 4.5-9 m/min.
2400 mm
1120 mm
380volts-3phase
(special voltages on request)
4.5 kW
480 kg
standard installation
movable base

The technical data are not binding in all details. We reserve the right for modifications
with regard to progress.
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